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Creating District Leadership Team Growth Opportunities

Dr. Rod R. Kessler, WSBA Director of Leadership Development
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Leadership is ultimately about creating a way 
for people to contribute to making something 

extraordinary happen.
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Making Student Achievement Your 
Primary Focus

The Key Work of 
School Boards
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■ Vision is the mental picture of what the schools and 
district would be if everything were perfect.  It’s a 
mental image of success.

– High expectations for students

– Quality instruction

– Clear goals toward that vision

– Shared beliefs and values about what is possible

■ Vision is not about where we are, but what we want to 
be.  Your vision should inspire, reflect community 
beliefs, look ahead and lead.

1. Vision
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2. Accountability

School Board accountability means taking your fair share 
of responsibility for student outcomes.  Being accountable 
means answering not only for your actions but also for the 
results of your actions.
 Accountability includes taking credit for achieving 

desired results and accepting responsibility when 
targets are missed.

 True accountability depends on open decision making, 
community engagement and support, and receptivity to 
new ideas and constructive criticism.
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Framework for Accountability
What

 Are we planning to do 

 Are the reasons for doing this

 Are the expected outcomes

 Will we accept as evidence

 So What

 Actually happened

 Did we learn
 Were the challenges

 Were the results

 Now What

 Should we celebrate

 Should we continue doing

 Should we change
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3. Policy

Policy permeates all aspects of school operations and is the 
manner in which a board exercises leadership.  Through policy, 
school boards establish a set of cohesive guidelines able to 
transform vision and accountability into reality.  Boards fulfill 
their policy responsibilities by articulating and adopting policy and 
by selecting an executive officer –superintendent - to implement 
policy.

“Board policy represents the intersection of vision and 
accountability.”
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Policy vs. Procedures or Regulations

■ Policy – Board

 Written statement about a desired condition, direction, or belief 

 Guidelines for how the school system is to operate

 Describes what the board wants to happen

 Describes what the board doesn’t want to happen

 Formally adopted by the board

■ Procedures or Regulations – Administration or Board or Both

 Methods or steps for carrying out a policy

 Specific descriptions about how to put the policy in action

 States how, by whom, where, and when certain actions are to be carried out or are  
limited.

 Formal adoption may or may not be required
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4. Community Leadership

Through public advocacy and community engagement, school boards 
share their concerns and actions with the public and hear the public’s 
concerns.  Leadership that builds public support is vital to the 
implementation of the board’s vision.  Effective boards fully recognize 
the impact schools have on the community and understand what strong 
community connections mean to success for all.
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5. Board/Superintendent Relationships

Both the school board and the superintendent have essential 
leadership roles that are interconnected but different.  
Effective school boards lead as a district leadership team with 
the superintendent, each in their respective roles, with strong 
collaboration and mutual trust.  

“United we stand, divided we fall.”
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5. Board/Superintendent Relationships

A. Establish clear roles, responsibilities, and expectations
 Aligned to district vision and goals
 Expectations are well defined
 Evaluation of the superintendent is designed for performance improvement

B. Practice effective communication techniques
 Listen to understand
 Speak to be understood
 Start from common points or agreements

C. Develop a positive attitude
 I assume good faith; I do not question your sincerity or your sanity
 I care about our relationship; if we have differences, I want you to help me 

see it from your perspective
 I am open to being influenced and am prepared to change
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Balance

LOOSE TIGHT
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Patrick Lencioni:
The Five Dysfunctions of a Team

A dysfunction is a behavior that undermines the 
stability of a system.
 Absence of Trust
 Fear of Conflict
 Lack of Commitment
 Avoidance of Accountability
 Inattention to Results
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Absence of Trust

Absence of trust stems from team members 
unwillingness to be vulnerable within the 
group.
Team members who are not genuinely open 

with one another about their mistakes and 
weaknesses make it impossible to build a 
foundation of trust.
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Fear of Conflict

Teams that lack trust are incapable of 
engaging in unfiltered and passionate debate 
of ideas.

Instead, they resort to veiled discussions and 
guarded comments.
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Lack of Commitment

Without having aired their opinions in the 
course of passionate and open debate, team 
members rarely, if ever, buy in and commit to 
decisions, though they may feign agreement 
during meetings.
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Avoidance of Accountability

Without committing to a clear plan of action, 
even the most focused and driven people 
often hesitate to call their peers on actions 
and behaviors that seem counterproductive to 
the good of the team.
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Inattention to Results

Inattention to results occurs when team 
members put their individual needs (such as 
ego, career development, or recognition) or 
even the needs of their divisions above the 
collective goals of the team.
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TRUSTWORKS
BY KEN BLANCHARD COMPANIES

HOW TRUSTWORTHY DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
Becoming a master of trust begins with examining 
your own behaviors in the four domains of trust: 
ABLE, BELIEVABLE, CONNECTED and DEPENDABLE.
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A-ABLE 

When you demonstrate competence and skills, you are ABLE, which builds trust. Below are some statements about 
your ability.  Think about your behaviors in a specific role-at home as a parent, spouse, sibling, roommate, or friend; at 
work as a manager or individual contributor; or in the community as a leader or volunteer.  In this role, how often do 
you behave in each of the listed ways? Choose one response that best describes your behavior.

1. Get quality results:

___H ___S ___O ___V ___A Response Legend

2.    Solve problems:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A H-Hardly Ever

3. Am highly skilled: S-Sometimes
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A O-Often

4. Am good at what I do: V-Very Often
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A A-Always

5. Have relevant experience:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

6. Use my skills to assist others:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

7. Strive to be the best at what I do:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A
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B-BELIEVABLE

When you act with integrity, you are BELIEVABLE, which builds trust. Below are some statements about your 
believability.  Thinking about the same role you chose to analyze for the ABLE are of trust, how often do you 
behave in each of the listed ways? Choose the response that best describes your behavior.

8. Keep confidences:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A Response Legend

9. Admit when I am wrong:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A H-Hardly

10. Am honest: S-Sometimes
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A O-Often

11. Avoid talking behind people’s backs: V-Very Often
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A A-Always

12. Am sincere:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

13. Am nonjudgmental:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

14. Show respect for others:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A
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C-CONNECTED

When you care about others, you are CONNECTED, which builds trust. Below are some statements about your 
connectedness. Thinking about the same role you chose to analyze for the ABLE and BELIEVABLE areas of trust, how 
often do you behave in each of the listed ways? Choose the response that best describes your behavior.

15. Listen well:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A Response Legend

16. Praise others’ efforts:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A H-Hardly

17. Show interest in others: S-Sometimes
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A O-Often

18. Share about myself: V-Very Often
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A A-Always

19. Work well with others:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

20. Show empathy for others:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

21. Ask for input:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A
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D-DEPENDABLE

When you maintain reliability, you are DEPENDABLE, which builds trust. Below are some statements about your 
dependability. Thinking about the same role you chose to analyze for the ABLE, BELIEVABLE, and CONNECTED areas 
of trust, how often do you behave in each of the listed ways? Choose the response that best describes your 
behavior. 

22. Do what I say I will do: Response Legend
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

23. Am timely: H-Hardly
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A S-Sometimes

24. Am responsive to requests: O-Often
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A V-Very Often

25. Am organized: A-Always
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

26. Am accountable for my actions:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

27. Follow up:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

28. Am consistent:
___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

This document quiz was created by The Ken Blanchard Companies!
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Potential follow up activities:  How did you score?  How would this be different if your patrons, staff and/or 
peers answered the same questions about you?  What can you do to improve in the four areas of building 
trust or becoming more trustworthy? 

Scoring Summary Sheet (Sample)

ABLE ___H ___S ___O ___V ___A          

BELIEVABLE ___H ___S ___O___ V ___A

CONNECTED ___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

DEPENDABLE ___H ___S ___O ___V ___A

WSBA Fall Conference, 2019
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*A lack of trust is your biggest expense.

*Without character, there is no trust. 
Without trust, there are no followers. 
Without followers, leadership does not exist.

*In every interaction we increase or decrease trust.

*Trust flows from individuals, not organizations.
The Trust Edge, David Horsager
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The Trust Edge by David Horsager
8 Pillars of Trust

Pillar 1: Clarity People trust the clear and distrust the ambiguous. 

Pillar 2: Compassion People put faith in those who care beyond themselves.

Pillar 3: Character People notice those who do what is right over what is easy.

Pillar 4: Competency People have confidence in those who stay fresh, relevant, and capable.

Pillar 5: Commitment People believe in those who stand through adversity. 

Pillar 6: Connection People want to follow, buy from, and be around friends.

Pillar 7: Contribution People immediately respond to results.

Pillar 8: Consistency People love to see the little things done consistently. 
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The Trust Edge Self-Assessment 
David Horsager
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SELF ASSESSMENT Instructions: Use the scale below to rate how each statement applies to you. Be sure 
to answer the question in terms of “How often do I…” Give honest answers without over-thinking. 

Rating Scale: 1 = Never 2 = Rarely 3 = Sometimes 4 = Frequently 5 = Always 

How often do I… 
____ 1. Meet expectations when completing job responsibilities? 
____ 2. Show sincere appreciation to others for their contributions? 
____ 3. Demonstrate a willingness to do whatever needs to be done? 
____ 4. Act in a manner consistent with the organization’s vision, mission, and values? 
____ 5. Strive to help others to be successful? 
____ 6. Willingly admit mistakes? 
____ 7. Talk about the company’s vision, mission, and values? 
____ 8. Seek input from those affected by the decisions? 
____ 9. Work to ensure the success of the team/organization instead of my personal agenda? 
____ 10. Demonstrate continuous learning to improve my ability to perform? 
____ 11. Exhibit honesty? 
____ 12. Accept others as equal team members to the success of the organization? 
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Rating Scale: 1 = Never 2 = Rarely 3 = Sometimes 4 = Frequently 5 = Always 

____ 13. Keep the same level of quality in every project?
____ 14. Work to resolve different opinions/conflict as soon as possible? 
____ 15. Exhibit dependability by doing what was agreed to be done? 
____ 16. Genuinely listen? 
____ 17. Volunteer to assist whenever possible? 
____ 18. Act with integrity? 
____ 19. Ensure that performance expectations are clearly understood? 
____ 20. Deliver expected results? 
____ 21. Strive to reach win-win agreements when working with different opinions? 
____ 22. Act and deliver on the most important tasks and goals? 
____ 23. Demonstrate a sincere care for people? 
____ 24. Deliver above and beyond what is expected? 
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Team Effectiveness Questionnaire
Please take a few moments to elaborate on the following statements. The purpose of this questionnaire is to 
assist the board in becoming the most effective team possible. Our hope is that we learn and grow from our team 
member discussions so we can better serve our students, staff and community members in the future.  

1. Our team would be more effective if I could……………………
Example: have time to review agenda attachments to get questions and answers prior to public board meetings
Example: be more open minded and flexible

2. Other board members could help the team be more effective if they would……………….
Example: be more conscientious about listening before forming an opinion
Example: keep an eye on the big picture; don’t focus on little details, it creates distrust in the team overall

3. The board chair could help the team be more effective if he/she would……………………….
Example: be more careful to listen to the other board member’s opinions regarding issues affecting the board
Example: move the meetings along, find ways to get us back on track when we wonder in the woods on stuff
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Team Effectiveness Questionnaire…………..

4. The superintendent could help the team be more effective if he/she would…………………
Example: make sure board members understand the information being discussed before the meeting
Example: help the board members realize where the line is between board/superintendent responsibilities

5. To be truly effective, this team must always remember to…………………………………
Example: be courteous during the meetings and not try to “run the show”
Example: be willing to listen to all opinions, then support the final decision

6. To be truly effective, this team must always avoid…………………………………..
Example: personal agendas and lack of communication
Example: complacency

NSBA Trainers Conference, 2019
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Process the Process!!!
Event_________________________________________________________Date_______________

Strengths: What is working well and/or what “a-ha” did I learn?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Opportunities for Improvement :  What improvement changes are necessary?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Rx-Possible prescriptions for improvement: Potential solutions or options?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
What can I do different next time to improve the outcome?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________  

Dr. Rod R. Kessler
WSBA-Director of Leadership Development
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Living Your Commitments

■ Keep your vision, mission, beliefs, goals handy 

■ Know, follow, and review your policies

■ Conduct frequent feedback sessions 

■ Develop and follow a formal board evaluation process

■ Keep learning together
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